
Ignatian Sports Reports  

Term: 1 Week: 4 

Mixed Sport 

Sport Comments 

Athletics 

In the last interclub before the State Championships, the Ignatius athletes certainly hit their straps. 
Eva DiIulio competed strongly in the 90m hurdles placing 3rd with 15.85. Tiana Cetta competed in the discus, throwing a personal best as well 
as running strongly in the 1500m (5.21). Tom Kavanagh was challenged in his 1500m as he competed in an all ages event; however he ended 
up placing 1st in the U14 group with an impressive 4.40. Harry Whitford showed fine form recording a personal best in the 1500m, finishing 
with an impressive time of 4.03.88. Hannah McBain (14.36) and Jonathon Martini (12.33) looked strong in their dash to the line in their 100m 
events. The day finished with a series of 400m races – Tiana (1.14.76), Jonathon (55.45) and Tom (1.03.53). Good luck to all the Ignatius athletes 
competing in the State Championships next weekend 

Swimming 

It was great to see so many of our club swimmers out in force tonight at our 3rd Mini Meet at Saint Peter’s Boys. A special mention must go 
to Ethan Leung, Juliet Mazur, Isabella Sedgmen, Sophie Kelly, Oscar Cohen, Alex Kalleske,  Sophie Polyak and Matt Gallasch who held their 
own against a very strong St Peter’s and Trinity College who were replete with many strong club National swimmers. 
 
Juliet Mazur’s very Ignatian actions caught the eyes of the coaches this evening. In addition, huge thanks to Sophie Kelly and Issy Sedgmen 
who came straight from competing in the Triathlon all day! Well done ironwomen! 
 
Final scores: 
Trinity 340 
Saints 233 
SIC 167 
Rostrevor 162 

Girls Sport 

Sport Team  Coach Opposition W/L Comments 

Basketball  Senior B Joyce Laroza NMHS 1 
SIC 18 def. by 
NMHS 24 

Another close game for the girls. An improved defensive game, but still some work to do 
on offence, including driving to the basket and rebounding. Having said that, the girls 
outscored their opponents in the last quarter, reflective of their willingness to play for 
four quarters. 

Basketball  Senior C 
Antony 
Cameron 

Cabra 2 
SIC 12 def. by 
Cabra 63 

Another tough game for the girls against a very strong Cabra team. The girls struggled to 
adjust to Cabra’s efficient scoring ability and were outplayed in this area. Our limited 
transition defense also gave Cabra plenty of easy baskets. However, there were some 



strong signs offensively as we were able to utilise our taller players to get some regular 
scoring opportunities. This can be improved further by moving the ball more quickly and 
looking for an open player.  
Best player: Emma Carey 

Tennis Senior A1 Mr D'Onofrio Seymour 1 
SIC 5-32 def. 
Seymour 1-10 

A great way to start the new season with a very comprehensive and comfortable victory. 
All the girls played well and special mention to Alessia Chitti who acquitted herself well on 
her first game in the team. 
 
M. Busato/S. Davis 6-0, A. Chitti/B. Gotting 6-4 
M. Busato 6-0, S. Davis 6-0, A. Chitti 6-0, B. Gotting 2-6 

Tennis Senior B1 Henny Walters Seymour 2 
SIC 36 def. 
Seymour 15 

The B1 team were able to secure their first win of the season this weekend when they 
played against Seymour College. The first doubles was entertaining to watch and the 
Ciccocioppo were a force to be reckoned with. Mara and Kellie worked well together in 
the second doubles match, with Mara using some unreturnable volleys to win many 
consecutive points. Georgia was smart and strategic in her singles match, maintaining 
intensity for the duration. 
Best Players: Beth (sportsmanship), Mara (key player in doubles), Eliza (won tough rallies) 

Tennis Senior  B2 Mr Prebble Walford  
SIC 6-36 def. 
Walford 0-6 

Saint Ignatius girls won a thumping victory in gracious fashion, winning straight sets 
against Walford. 
Best Players: Annieza played exceptionally well in her first senior team match. 

Tennis Senior B4 Fr Gill SJ Marryatville 
SIC 3-26 def. 
Marryatville 3-25 

In a thrilling contest, we fought back well after losing both the doubles sets.  Megan Chong 
and Tinara Arachchi Appuhamilage Dona both recorded strong wins in their singles. Tinara 
did not lose a game and the Marryatville coach spoke positively about Megan’s smart play. 
Lucy Fidock showed great composure to secure our win by just one game when she 
prevailed in a long and competitive final singles set. 
Best Players: Megan Chong and Tinara Arachchi Appuhamilage Dona were very strong in 
their singles sets. 

Tennis Junior A1 Emily Cetta Seymour 2 
SIC 6 sets def. 
Seymour 0 sets 

The girls arrived excited as it was their first match as a team.  Despite the surface of the 
court being different to what they train on, the girls quickly adapted and were able to play 
some good tennis.  Great start to the season with all girls winning their matches. 
Best Players: Matilda Kimber, Olivia Rachid, Ruby Lehman, Dior La Bella 

Tennis Junior A2 

Olivia Robinson 

St Peters 
SIC 4-19 def. St 
Peters Girls 2-18 

The girls played amazingly, despite the nerves, to achieve their first win of the season. 
Credit must be given to Annie and Lana who showcased amazing tenacity during their 
doubles, ensuring a close match with their opponents. Both Sophie and Stefania also 
demonstrated amazing skill during their doubles match, managing to secure a win early on 
in the morning. All girls showed great sportsmanship and respect during their matches, 
making all sets enjoyable to watch.   
Best Players: Sophie and Stefania 



Tennis Junior C1 Alexia Surace SAC 2 
SIC 3-28 def. SAC 3-
21 

The girls had great sportsmanship all game considering the several distractions that they 
had during the game, they were very supportive to the SAC players and each other. All 
girls showed great improvement throughout the game.    
Best Players: Best players would have to be a tie between Zara and Malak. Zara came from 
behind and won all her matches with a very tough opposition. Malak didn’t go on the 
court with much confidence but played an excellent game and showed great improvement 

Tennis Junior C2 Yasmin Luu SAC 1 
SIC 1-9 def. by SAC 
5-32 

The girls demonstrated a marked improvement compared to last week. Despite Saint 
Aloysius making it extremely difficult to win any games, the girls’ unwavering positive 
attitudes was very commendable. However, we will need to work on communicating 
during our doubles games and calling out the game score, to avoid confusion and ensure 
everyone is on the same page. I see great potential starting to emerge and I cannot wait 
for the rest of the season! 
Best Players: Charlotte Eddington. Being up against an experienced club player was no 
easy feat. Nevertheless, Charlotte was able to hold her ground, resulting in some close 
rallies.   

Touch Senior B2 Alice Winter Wilderness 2  
SIC 1 def. by 
Wilderness 9 

A tough start to the season for the girls but they stuck it out and gave their all the entire 
game. Wilderness had speed on their side and were able to break through our defence 
which led to their scores. Going back to basics saw our best plays of the game & we had 
numerous opportunities to score but were unable to get the result we wanted. Our tri was 
scored off a half run by Harriet & Annie & it was exciting to see other players attempt this 
move. Although not the result we wanted the girls played a good game!  
Best players: Harriet, Imogen 

Touch Senior C1 Mr O'Brien St Peters 3 
SIC 5 def. St Peters 
1 

The team obviously listened at training and were far more disciplined this week. The team 
had a strong defensive line and were able to stop St Peters attacking game. 
Amira Sommoriva was a great addition to the team this week and gave us some great 
drive in the middle. Natalie Francis also used her blistering pace in the second half to score 
2 trys. 
Best players: Amira Sommoriva, Natalie Francis and Georgia O’Dea 
Try Scorers: Amira 3, Natalie 2 

Touch Middle A Ms Morrish Pembroke 1 
SIC 2 def. by 
Pembroke 3 

In a very tight second round game, we were very evenly matched against the Pembroke 
team. I was most proud of the girls for the improvement they showed in the particular 
areas we worked on at training, namely maintaining forward momentum and keeping up 
their communication. The Ignatius girls applied great pressure through their rucking and 
line attacks in the first half, resulting in a 2-1 lead at half time. Unfortunately fatigue and a 
drop in communication toward the middle of the second half allowed Pembroke to score 
on 2 occasions and take the lead. I was impressed that the team rallied to produce a few 
scoring opportunities late, but we couldn’t quite capitalise and score. If we can continue 
to improve the way we did from Round 1 to Round 2, then a win will not be far away. Well 
done, team! 



Scorers: Lucy Hodges 1, Meg Popping 1 
Best Players: Lucy Hodges & Lily Roberts 

Touch Middle C1 
Neve Ingram & 
Francesca Cehic 

Loreto 5 
SIC 2 drew with 
Loreto 2 

The girls played a terrific first half with both Lola and Chloe Whiteman exploiting gaps in 
the opposition's defensive line to score great tries. Although we were unable to score in 
the second half, credit goes to all the girls for their defensive pressure in the last few 
minutes of the game to hold onto the draw! We are happy with the girls improvement in 
rucking so far, and will continue to work on more scoring tactics at training. Best players: 
Lola and Sienna 

Volleyball Senior A Mr R Passaniti  SDPC 1 
SIC 1-54 def. by 
SDPC 2-59 

Just like last week this was a very evenly matched, and exciting contest where the result 
could have gone either way. After going down in the first set, the girls showed a lot of 
character and determination to settle, put pressure back onto the opposition with some 
excellent attacking shots, and win the second set 25-20. After a slow start to the deciding 
set, the girls rallied beautifully again, but the timer sounded at 13-15, in another nail biting 
finish. Amalie Clifford looked very comfortable in her first game in the A’s, combining with 
Sophie, Grace and Sara who all produced some effective returning of serve and some good 
sets to position. Emily, Jasmine and Abby’s support and advice to others at crucial times 
was invaluable and they also provided some effective second hits to players at the net as 
well as good attacking shots. We will keep working on our confidence and skills this week. 

Volleyball Senior B Ms L Depoi 
Marryatville 
2 

SIC 1-55 def. by 
Marryatville 2-73 

Despite the loss, the team played very well for one and a half sets where it was clear that 
we were able to match the skills of the opposition. This was an extremely pleasing aspect 
to the game given our level of experience is playing a well skilled opposition. It is 
important to continue to develop our thinking skills on court in terms of ball placement 
and ball passing.  
Best Players: Annalisa, Kritika and Jazzlin. 

Volleyball Senior C2 Lauren Baso  MMC 4 
SIC 0-33 def. by 
MMC 4-89 

Adapting to a new location, and with only 6 players, the girls were unsettled from the 
start. Serving inconsistencies and a lack of confidence allowed an enthusiastic and scrappy 
MMC to take the first two sets 25-9 and 25-7 respectively. Putting aside a competitive 
mindset, the girls played with greater confidence and started moving more on court, 
playing for pride in the third and fourth sets. Disregarding the scores of these final sets, 
which favoured their older and taller opponents, it was encouraging to see the girls play 
more comfortably. The girls’ ability to recognise what is happening on court and find 
solutions to boost morale is promising, and now it’s about working on game day 
execution.   

Volleyball Middle B1 
Mr A Stenta / 
Mr A Bauze  

SMC 1 
SIC 1 set def. by 
SMC 2 sets 

Despite starting strongly and taking out the first set, we were unable to go on with it and 
gain the overall victory. Our serving was once again excellent this week, with many points 
won directly from this. Our ability to pass to each other improved from our first match 
also. We still need to work on our defensive play, in particular returning opposition serves 
to stop them getting on a roll. Calling and communication on the court to avoid dropped 



balls is also an area we need to improve on. Overall, a pleasing progression this week, but 
we can still improve!   
  
Best player: Amelia S. 

Volleyball Middle C1 Miss C Prior  Pedare 1 
SIC 49 def. by 
Pedare 68 

Once again, we were focussed on sharing the ball and providing the ideal shot for our 
team members. 
Students took risks and started communicating with greater confidence. 
Best Players: 
Isabelle Gawkowski played well, moving about the court, providing high shots and winning 
a number of serves. 

Volleyball Middle C2 Lauren Schell MMC 3 
SIC 0-58 def. by 
MMC 4-97 

This week saw a noticeable improvement from last week. The girls are becoming more 
comfortable with each other and that shows on court with their good team work skills. A 
focus for this week was calling and it is good to see the volume slowly but surely 
increasing on court. Once again the girls did well with their serving and quick hits at the 
net. Looking forward to next week! 

Water Polo Senior A Olivia Bradley Wilderness 1 
SIC (LOF) 8 def. by 
Wilderness 4 

A great effort from the girls this week. Fantastic to see the younger girls stepping up, 
especially in defence. The girls dominated most of the game, doing especially well to shut 
down experienced opposition. Well done to the girls for having such a good attitude 
inspite of the unfortunate situation this week. 

Water Polo Middle A Alison Munday Wilderness 1 
SIC 9 def. 
Wilderness 7 

The girls had an excellent first game combining and communicating well as a team 
throughout the match. They showed great skills especially in attack, and managed to get 
over the line in the last quarter after a close game. Their defensive work improved 
throughout the match and the girls all swam hard, showing a lot of determination which 
was great to see. Best players: Amber and Lucie 

Water Polo Middle C Sophie Beard Mercedes 1 
SIC 4 def. 
Mercedes 3 

A close game against an experienced side showed the determination of the girls to 
maintain composure and strategy, leading to a win against the Mercedes team. Juliet and 
Grace D proved to be a strong force; out swimming and holding their ground against some 
older players. All the girls should be commended for their endurance out on the field and 
the gratuitous sportsmanship showcased by the whole team! 

 

Boys Sport 

Sport Team  Coach Opposition W/L Comments 

Badminton Open C Red Zac Chong Rostrevor 
SIC 9 sets def. by 
Rostrevor 19 sets 

A solid effort by the boys. Impressive shots shown throughout the matches and 
they played with true Ignatian spirituality despite taking the loss this week. Double 
matches were tied and majority of our single matches were either closed-call or led 



to deuces. Can’t wait to see what the boys can bring to the table for our St Peter’s 
match next week! Let’s get our hopes and strengths high fellas.  
Best players: Thomas and Matthew 

Badminton Open C Blue Austin Waugh Gleeson 
SIC 9-20 def. 
Gleeson 3-6 

Every student played a set, and was able to keep each game very tight. Although 
the delay, everyone trained hard and played to their full potential. 
Best Players: Luca Vozzo 

Badminton Middle B Yellow Justin Laroza Nazareth 
SIC 11 sets def. by 
Nazareth 16 sets 

It was a close match but in the end we ended up losing 11 sets to 16, 4 games to 8. 
 
MVP goes to Tushar Jacobs who played consistently well in both their singles and 
doubles. A special mention to both Daniel Du and Nathan Du who also played really 
solidly in both of their games. 

Badminton Middle C Mr Toome St Michaels 
SIC 5-12 def. by 
STMC 7-15 

In what was a very tight match, our Year 7 boys narrowly went down against a 
generally older, more experienced St. Michael’s team. The attitude and 
sportsmanship shown by the team was wonderful to see, as was their punctuality, 
with all twelve boys arriving well before the scheduled time for the match despite 
the long journey to Henley Beach and road closures in the city. All players put in an 
excellent performance, with six players tasting success in either singles or doubles 
whilst all other players pushed their opponents, losing narrowly. 

Cricket First XI 
Mr Mullins/Mr 
Button 

SHC 
SIC 10/184 def. by 
SHC 6/217 

With two games to go, our team was keen to take the challenge to Sacred Heart 
who are currently in the top four. Bowling first, we bowled too short early, and too 
inconsistently late, and were punished by some quality batting. What was pleasing, 
was how we fought with consistent bowling and pressure in the field in the middle 
overs to keep them to what we thought was an achievable target. Our batters were 
encouraged to bat with freedom, and although we found this challenging early on, 
found ourselves in the game with 10 overs to go. This was largely thanks to a 
swashbuckling 76 off of 52 from Max Kelly including 3 fours and 6 sixes, well 
supported by Alex Burgess with 20 off 18 and Ryan Murphy 31. 
Best Players: Max Kelly – 76 (52) inc. six 6s, Will Rice – 2/25 (8) 

Cricket Second XI 
Thomas 
Perrotta 

Rostrevor 
Black 

SIC 63 def. by 
Rostrevor 82 

An improvement on our performance from last week. Bowling first, we were able 
to restrict their scoring with impressively tight bowling and fielding. Josh 
Scarpantoni, Charlie, Francesco and Toby all took two wickets as we maintained a 
steady flow of wickets throughout the innings. Despite their inability to break down 
our top order, we were unable to keep our run rate up in the first part of our 
innings, making our chase more difficult. Alex top scored with 21, and despite Josh 
Davis anchoring the innings and Josh Scarpantoni making some late runs, we 
unfortunately fell away in the latter overs to confirm a 19-run defeat. 
Best Players: Alex Burgess (21, 1/8), Josh Scarpantoni (2/10), Toby Woods (2/2), 
Francesco Pangallo (2/10), Charlie Maxwell (2/12) 



Cricket Middle A James Ingram Nazareth 
SIC 5/152 def. 
Nazareth 112 

A strong all-round performance led the team to their second-straight win. Nazareth 
got off to a good start before tight bowling from Christian (1/7) and Ryan (0/10) 
put pressure on the batsmen. Nick was able to capitalize on this with a fantastic 
spell of bowling against the middle order, decimating their lineup, he finished with 
5/16, a great effort. Chasing 112, openers Jim (52*) and Hugh (25*) got us off to a 
perfect start before Jeevan (16) and Nick (16) found the boundaries to steer us to 
victory. A good effort to grab the momentum and ride it to the end with some 
stellar individual performances along the way. 
Best Players: Nick Miller 16, 5/16, Jim Kelly 52*, Hugh Serocki 25*, Christian Dunn 
9*, 1/7 

Cricket Primary B 
Jack 
Alfred/Tom 
Scanlon 

Pembroke 
SIC 76 def. 
Pembroke 73 

St Ignatius won the toss and elected to bat on a wet synthetic pitch. Both Kacper 
and Christian both occupied the crease and played well despite inconsistency in the 
bounce of the pitch. All batsmen who came in played with positive intent. Henry in 
particular top scored with a gritty 14 which helped set up the game. Unfortunately, 
St Ignatius suffered a batting collapse towards the end of the innings whilst 
searching for quick runs. Ignatius lost 7 for 20 allowing Pembroke to carry the 
momentum into the second innings. Pressure in the field allowed St Ignatius to 
create a run out in the second over of Pembroke’s innings and snatch the 
momentum as we continued to take regular wickets, Edward in his first year of 
cricket took his first wicket showing great persistence. Despite regularly losing 
wickets Pembroke stayed around the run rate required until the last over needing 6 
runs. Kacper bowling to Pembroke’s top scorer only conceded two runs in the final 
over!             
Best Players: Kacper, Christian, Henry W 

Tennis Drive A Mr Martin PAC 
SIC 0-9 def. by 
PAC 9-54 

Up against one of the best teams in the competition we certainly gave it our best 
effort. All three doubles were hard fought games but we made little impact on the 
scoreboard. 
In singles, James Hogan and Isaac Fallo fought valiantly with both losing 3-6 in 
some tight games that worried the opposition. 

Tennis Senior C1 Mr Fletcher Pembroke 
SIC 6 sets def. 
Pembroke 1 set 

Doubles: 
Hedley/Beltrame 6-0 our way 
Owade/Pandey 6-4 our way 
Hedley/Beltrame 6-2 our way (second match) 
 
Singles: 
Foo 6-2 our way 
Hedley 6-4 our way 
Pandey 2-6 their way 
Owade 6-1 our way 



 
Great efforts from the team today. Thanks to Owade and Hedley for playing extra 
matches to cover for absences. Strong victory over Pembroke this weekend. 

Tennis Middle A1 Red Blake Ferraro Rostrevor 
SIC 6-51 def. 
Rostrevor 2-32 

Doubles: 
1. Ben and Harry  7-5  Win 
2. Anton and Christian M  7-5  Win 
3. Michael and Christian A  6-0  Win  
 
Singles: 
1. Ben  6-3  Win 
2. Harry  6-0  Win 
3. Anton  5-6  Loss 
4. Christian M  2-6  Loss 
5. Michael  6-3  Win  
6. Christian A  6-4  Win 
 
This week saw the boys match up against a competitive Rostrevor side that 
challenged and pushed them throughout the morning. After a slow start, we picked 
up a few close and not so close wins which saw us eventually take care of our 
opposition and come out on top. 
Best: Ben, Harry, Michael 

Tennis Middle A1 Blue Seb Flock St Peters 1 
SIC 6-46 def. SPSC 
3-26 

Up against another very strong team, the boys went out there with a positive 
attitude and the results definitely showed. Gabe and Emmanuel got the team off to 
a strong start winning their singles 6-2 and 6-0 respectively. Charlie and Francesco 
also had very good singles wins at 4 and 5, to give us a convincing lead. A great 
fight in the 3rd doubles from Francesco and Eamon gave the Middle A1 team the 
win. Another week to be very proud of guys, keep it up! 

Tennis Middle B1 
Charlie 
Roberts 

Scotch 1 
SIC 9-47 def. 
Scotch 7-34 

Following last weeks bye, the middle b1 tennis team opened up their season with a 
very tight battle against Scotch college. With Scotch taking the lead 3 sets to 2 after 
the doubles, we knew we had some work to do to win the match. With 3 games 
remaining, the scores were tied at 5 sets all and 32 games apiece coming down to 
the wire. Eventually, after 2 hours and 20 minutes of playing time and 5 different 
tiebreaks, the boys won 47 games (9 sets) to 34 games (7 sets). 
Best players: Nick holt, Ethan Leaung, matt Playford 

Tennis Middle B2 Jack Sexton Pulteney SIC def. Pulteney 

The Middle B2’s backed their first week performance with a dominant 
performance against Pulteney. Ignatius won all of their singles and doubles to add 
a second win for the season. Alessio remains to perform well in the number 1 
position. Oliver and Darryl both continue to show improvement and the rest of the 
boys are showing more consistency in their abilities. Great win. 



Tennis Middle C Blue 
Santiago 
Hernandez 

Pembroke 
SIC 1 set def. by 
Pembroke 6 sets 

The team fought hard against Pembroke with some close matches. Overall, we lost 
six sets to one, however Tom O'Loughlin and Luke Henry had a great win in doubles 
6-1 against the Pembroke number 1 and 2, showing great net skills and good 
groundstrokes from the forehand and backhand side. Additionally, Tamas played a 
number 8 and lost in a tight set 7-6 in his singles. Unfortunately, 4 players were 
absent from the match on Saturday therefore, we played matches until all the 
Pembroke players had a hit with us. Rehaan Bhatti and Charlie Slee lost a tough 
doubles match 6-3 against Pembroke number 3 and 4 and Rehann lost his singles 6-
0 and Charlie lost his singles 6-1. Isaac Desteno lost his singles 6-0. The boys were 
all well behaved and fought hard in their matches. 

Tennis Middle C White 
Saatvik 
Rudrapatna 

Pedare 
SIC 8 sets def. 
Pedare 4 sets 

Ignatius started well with the doubles, with Xander Shekhar and Sinaru claiming a 
6-4 win as well as Santiago Zambrano Cortes and Oliver Sheldon winning 6-5 in a 
close tiebreaker. Tough competition saw Pedare claim the number one doubles 6-3 
against Ignatius’ Aidan Munn and Gintas Pocius. However, both Aidan and Gintas 
came back strong to win their singles comprehensively, 6-0 and 6-2 being the 
scores respectively. Xander also recorded a great win of 6-1 in his singles, with his 
doubles partner Sinaru playing a marathon match and eventually winning 7-4 in 
the tiebreaker. Santiago and Oliver were both unfortunate in their matches, going 
down 6-1 to quality players from Pedare. Alessandro Miotto also fought well with 
some great rallies, but was unable to secure the win, 6-2. Lastly, due to a shortage 
of players for Pedare, the number 8 singles saw an Ignatius vs Ignatius showdown 
between Charlie Papps and Ben Carlsson, with Charlie able to secure a hard fought 
win 6-4. Charlie continued this streak in his doubles, and although playing with an 
unfamiliar partner, was able to win 6-0. Overall Ignatius bounced back firmly from 
last week, claiming a total of 8 sets to 4. 

Tennis Primary A1  Mr Abela Scotch  
SIC 9-63 def. 
Scotch 3-35 

An excellent start to the season for the team after a bye in Round 1. Excellent 
service followed by some well-placed ground shots secured the victory. Looking 
forward to a successful season ahead.  
Doubles – J. La/F. Whitford 6-0, N. Calo/T. Klomp 6-3, H. Bauze/E. Colegate 6-4,  
                 H. Whiteman/F. Lupoi 6-4 
Singles - J. La 3-6, F. Whitford 3-6, N. Calo 6-2, T. Klomp 3-6, H. Bauze 6-2, E. 
Colegate 6-0,  H. Whiteman 6-3, F. Lupoi 6-0 

Tennis Primary B2 Franco Chitti Blackfriars SIC 6-37 def. 4-34 

Very proud of the team today with a number of the boys playing either their very 
first or second competitive tennis matches. Ned and Josh played an incredible 
doubles match that went all the way to tiebreak. Ned then followed this up with 
another tiebreak win in singles. Marcus and Ivan were another two players who 
were very impressive, with solid singles wins for the both of them. 
DOUBLES 
1.Ned Lyall & Joshua LePore 7-6 



2.Marcus Vernillo & Josh van der Linden 6-2 3.Tom Ichino& Ivan Gill 4-6 
 
SINGLES 
Ned Lyall 4-3 
Joshua LePore 4-2 
Marcus Vernillo 4-3 
Josh van der Linden 1-4 
Tom Ichino 3-4 
Ivan Gill 4-0 
Khiem Nguyen 0-4 

Volleyball Senior A2 Mr Harben Nazareth 
SIC 3-75 def. 
Nazareth 0-64 

Scores give an idea of the tightness of the contest. Our opponents had 3 highly 
skilled players, two of whom had significant height and athleticism. We had a much 
more even set of skills amongst all our players. We adjusted well to offset their 
opponents at net and worked comprehensively to play to our strengths. Our 
consistency of serve along with great use of 3 shots made for an absorbing contest. 
Our strong mindset was crucial in this hard fought but deserved win. All 
contributed wholeheartedly but special mention to Liam Hennig for his valued 
contribution in his first game. 

Volleyball Senior B1 Red Mr Moody Pulteney 
SIC 2-54 def. 
Pulteney 1-51 

A proud day for the Senior B1 Red boys as they scored a come-from-behind victory 
against Pulteney. In all 3 games played, the boys started off well. However, in the 
first game, the opposition team scored 10 points in a row to come from behind to 
win. To their credit, the boys regrouped, kept their composure and played as a 
team to defeat the more highly fancied opposition team in the following 2 games. 
Well done boys, you did yourselves and the college proud. We now look forward to 
the challenge of next week - PAC at PAC. Bring it on! 

Volleyball Senior B1 Blue Mr Lodge PAC 
SIC 2 sets def. PAC 
1 set 

The Senior B1 Blue volleyball team had a good win away at PAC this week. A real 
commitment to fight for every point was the key to success with some exceptional 
returns when it looked like the point may be lost. Notable scrambling retrieves 
from Isaac Vernillo, Massimo Obbiettivo and Alessio Barone. Great pressure at the 
net by Malang Deng and Thomas Cooksley was another highlight. Big thank you to 
Orlando Piatanesi for making up the numbers and for his excellent contribution. 
Well done to all the players on a very enjoyable performance. 
Best Players: Isaac Vernillo, Malang Deng 

Volleyball Senior B2 Green Lauren Schell Blackfriars 
SIC 3-75 def. 
Blackfriars 0-49 

The boys started off the first set really well, encouragement on court was high and 
that led to them working well as a team and securing the first set. The second set 
got off to a slow start, overconfidence led to diminishing focus but the boys 
redeemed themselves and finished off the second set strongly. The third set was 
the closest of the whole game. Towards the end it was point for point but with a bit 
of teamwork and good energy, the boys just got over the line. Great win boys!! 



Volleyball Senior B2 Yellow Mr Uren St Peters 
SIC 1-58 def. by 
SPSC 2-61 

A slow start combined with poor court positioning and wavering focus allowed a 
more structured Saint Peters to take the first set 25-19. The break between sets 
allowed the boys to recompose and get off to a faster start in the second set, the 
score 17-4 at one stage. Before securing a tight 25-20 set win, the boys refocused 
to defend a strong Saint Peters comeback. Playing the final set to 15 points saw the 
boys ready and focused from the start. Serving first allowed Ignatius to gain the 
early advantage, reaching match point first, however they were unable to convert 
opportunities, narrowly losing the set 16-14. 

Volleyball Senior C1 Gold 
Mr 
Murphy/Lucas 

Blackfriars 
SIC 2 sets def. 
Blackfriars 1 set 

In the first game, the boys initially were again lacking in assertiveness in calling but 
by mid game progressively gained in confidence and ran out winners 25-20. 
 
The second game was in many respects the mirror   image of the first. 25-21 
 
In the final game the team was always in front, albeit narrowly until a power server 
from Blackfriars dominated and deservedly won the game . 21-25. 

Volleyball Middle B1 Red Mr Fazzini St Peters 
SIC 3-75 def. SPSC 
0-29 

In another awesome display the boys completely outplayed St Peters and once 
again won in extremely convincing style in straight sets. They played the game in 
great spirit, applauding the opposition’s good points and were humble in victory. 
All eight boys (Angelo, Cody, Francesco L, Francesco M, Noah, Ben, Saul and Nick) 
played well and as a team and were very sporting in the last set by attempting to 
extend the length of each point. They are starting to use their voices more and 
their court coverage is improving. The boys setting, digging and finishing off points 
was very pleasing. 

Water Polo Open B 
Millie Lewis & 
Olivia Bradley 

PAC 2 SIC 6 def. PAC 1 

The Open B boys won this week against PAC with a score of 6 - 1. The first quarter 
was a little bit rocky, but the boys fought back during the remaining 3 quarters. A 
few players were missing from our team (Lucas, Orion and Lachie), so thank you to 
Oscar Rice and Darcy who filled in for the Bs. 

Water Polo Open C Olivia Bradley CBC 2 SIC 19 def. CBC 5 
The Open C boys had a convincing win against CBC boys with a score of 19 - 5. They 
played a clever defence. Great counter attack shots from Matt. Highest goal scorer 
was Alex Holt. All round good effort and good team work! 

Water Polo Middle A Nat Swan Blackfriars 
SIC 5 def. by 
Blackfriars 6 

The boys went down in a very close game to Blackfriars 6-5. Hugh Serocki was best 
in pool with countless steals and constantly looking dangerous in attack. Will was 
also excellent in defence often restricting a dominant Blackfriars player from 
scoring. The boys didn’t give up after going down by a couple of goals in the 4th 
quarter and were extremely close to mounting a comeback in the final moments of 
the game yet the Blackfriars goalkeeper refused to be beaten. A great effort from 
the boys. 



Water Polo Middle B1 Kai Peters St Peters 2 
SIC 19 def. St 
Peters 1 

The year 8s played a very strong game against the Saints B team. They had a strong 
defence keeping them to no goals for the first 3 quarters and 1 in the last. Gus was 
a great team player and there was good confidence by the whole team. 
Goal scorers: Max 5, Gus 7, Nick 3, Jim 2, Will 2 

Water Polo Middle B2 
Kai Peters & 
Jasmine 
Crosby 

Mercedes 
SIC 5 def. 
Mercedes 17 

This was another difficult game for the year 7 team against an experienced team. It 
was a great game by Leo scoring 3 goals in field and Jim in goals, an overall great 
effort by the team. 
Goal scorer: Leo 3, Seb 1, Alex G 1 

 

 


